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The conference offers rising scholar awards to outstanding researchers, exceptional graduates or early academicians WHO have distinctive captivation towards the conference themes. The Award strives in providing a powerful skilled development chance for early career academicians—meeting consultants within the field, interacting with colleagues from different components of the globe, and making networks and relations.

The Best Poster Presentation and Young analysis Forum Award could be a self-entry class and also the results are going to be supported the choice and review done by the judgment panel

The award is hospitable all for any student, delegate, speaker, poster presenter that square measure taking part within the conference.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

• Expert Level (Scientific Service action Award)

The award to the consultants WHO have created outstanding contributions in advancing the technologies in Pharmaceutical Chemistry. it’s the foremost prestigious award of the complete conference and is labelled as scientific service action award. The eligibility criteria for achieving this award is that one ought to have minimum of 20+ years of expertise within the relative field publically or personal sector. The receiver of this award ought to have a fanatical fascination and will take initiative in researching the recent trends and developments towards the connected subjects. you'll be able to nominate worth of the award through on-line.

• Professional Level (The analysis Contribution Award)

The Award for skilled or educational analysis activity nonheritable in Pharmaceutical Science Field within the public or personal sector for consultants having analysis data at 10+ years within the field of Drug Safety 2020 with most relevant accomplishments. Part-time analysis expertise would be counted as pro-rata. it’s calculated ranging from the date after you obtained the (first) degree entitling you to begin a academic degree (either within the country during which the degree was obtained or within the country during which the investigator is recruited), though a academic degree was ne’er started or envisaged. you'll be able to nominate worth of the award through on-line.

• Scholar Level (The future investigator Award)

The conference offers Scholar Level Award for the future scientists, analysers and consultants having 10+ years research expertise within the field of Drug Safety 2020. Our conference would really like to produce best platform to expand your network by sharing your analysis data at stage. Presentation includes 25-30 minutes of oral speak on the research project topics supported the theme of the conference along side five minutes panel discussions. you'll be able to nominate worth of the award through on-line.

• Ladies person (The Women of Science Award)

Our Conference provides a singular platform for girls scientists for presenting latest analysis comes with associate degree in-depth analysis. we tend to warmly invite ladies students and scientists from Universities/Industries to who have 10+ years of analysis expertise to hitch the forum. We tend to square measure happy to encourage our ladies scientist’s participants through analysis awards and supply help for girls students in career development and analysis steerage through our collaborations. ladies person will nominate worth of the award through on-line.

• Outstanding speaker in Drug Safety 2020

This award is recognizing for individual who can gift their comes, strategies, and schemes that are enforced to boost semi permanent excellence in Drug Safety 2020. You'll be able to nominate worth of the award through on-line.

• Best Keynote Speaker in Drug Safety 2020

This award is acknowledges for best Keynote speaker who can gift their comes, strategies, and schemes that are enforced to boost semipermanent excellence in Drug Safety 2020. If you were confirmed as keynote presenter
from the program manager, you'll be able to nominate somebody worth of the award through on-line.

- **Best Poster Presentation in Drug Safety 2020**

  Student Poster Competition is organized at Conference, to encourage students and up to date graduates to gift their original analysis. All accepted abstracts are going to be conferred at the poster sessions throughout the conference. Conference Series aims at setting a platform for all the budding scientists and researchers to gift their period work and share their views and aspects associated with the theme of the conference. you'll be able to nominate somebody worth of the award through on-line.

- **Outstanding Masters/Ph.D./Post academic degree thesis work Presentation in Drug Safety 2020**

  This award is recognizing for Masters/Ph.D./ Post academic degree thesis work Presentation who can gift their comes and thesis that are enforced to boost semi-permanent excellence within the field of Drug Safety 2020. You'll be able to nominate worth of the award through on-line. you'll be able to nominate somebody worth of the award through on-line.

There square measure terms and conditions enclosed for the Awards 2020:

- Nomination Submissions square measure to be scrutinized by the Organizing Committee Members for the Conference and also the Editorial Board Members of the Associated Journals.
- Filing of Nomination doesn't guarantee the Award; every nomination submitted must bear the mentioned scrutiny method.